Sparklry: Designing "sparkle" of
interactive jewelry
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Abstract
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At present, many projects embed smart LEDs –multiple
LEDs dynamically controlled by computers – into
clothes or accessories to support novel expressions or
daily activities. However, most of them do not consider
the “sparkle” of traditional jewelry. We propose a
presentation technique for interactive jewelry called
“Sparklry”, which can present "sparkles" on a jewel
stone using internal LEDs. These sparkles are designed
by integrating (1) a traditional jewel, (2) a light
shielding sheet with small slits, and (3) an LED array.
We developed a prototype and several examples of
jewelry to explore appropriate designs of slits and LED
patterns. Moreover, we developed two prototypes.
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Introduction
Many projects these days embed smart LEDs –multiple
LEDs dynamically controlled by computers – into
clothes or accessories to support novel expressions or
daily activities. For example, Fujimoto[3] developed an
LED body suit that can enhance dance performances by

Figure 1: Examples of a same
jewelry (crystal Swarovski)
with/without our system.

Figure 3: First prototype of the
Sparklry. 1: a LED matrix, 2: slit
sheets, 3: Swarovski stones.

combining body expression and lighting effects. Ringly
[9] is a commercial interactive jewelry capable of
representing the status of a smartphone using an LED,
a vibrator, and Bluetooth communication. There are
also some toolkits that support the creation of wearable
systems, like LilyPad [1] or Sparkle [6]. Thus, there are
many wearable accessories and support technologies;
however, most of them did not care about the “sparkle”
of traditional jewelry. There are various cutting /
polishing techniques that add attractive “sparkles” to
traditional jewels (e.g., diamond). In this paper, we
focus on a new technique to add “sparkle” to jewelry,
“Sparklry", by integrating conventional jewelry and
computer technologies.

We soldered 9 white chip LEDs (UW1143B，400 mcd，
2.7 × 3.5 mm) on our original board. The LEDs are
controlled by Arduino. We developed software to
generate various light patterns. Figure 2 shows the two
blinking examples of the same jewelry with/without our
system. Without our system, the jewel projects flat
light and looks like a cheap toy. On the other hand,
many small sparkles appear on a jewel using our
system, which makes it look like traditional jewelry
under great lighting. Figure 4 shows additional
examples using our system.

Figure 1: Basic concept.

Figure 4: Examples of jewelry augmented by our system.

Sparklry

First Prototype

The key idea of our system is to design the "sparkle" of
jewelry by combining (1) a traditional jewel, (2) a light
all directions. We set one of the stones on the system
using a stone setting. The slit sheets are created from
silver Origami papers. We prepared many slit designs
and cut the papers using a CNC paper cutter (Roland
iDecora). The LEDs are designed as a 3 × 3 LED matrix.

The first prototype is designed to explore appropriate
designs of a slit sheet and LED patterns (Figure 3). We
prepared Swarovski stones that are beautifully cut from
all directions. We set one of the stones on the system
using a stone setting. The slit sheets are created from
silver Origami papers. We prepared many slit designs
and cut the papers using a CNC paper cutter (Roland

iDecora). The LEDs are designed as a 3 × 3 LED matrix.
We soldered 9 white chip LEDs (UW1143B，400 mcd，
2.7 × 3.5 mm) on our original board. The LEDs are
controlled by Arduino. We developed software to
generate various light patterns. Figure 2 shows the two
blinking examples of the same jewelry with/without our
system. Without our system, the jewel projects flat
light and looks like a cheap toy. On the other hand,
many small sparkles appear on a jewel using our
system, which makes it look like traditional jewelry
under great lighting. Figure 4 shows additional
examples using our system.

6) to hide the LEDs completely. We bonded the metal
clip to the back of the LED board. We made slits (size:
0.2 mm, number: about 20) on the slit sheet in the
same way as in the first prototype. The prototype
detects the wearer's movement using the acceleration
sensor and blinks at random for a certain period of time.

Applications
Next, we developed two prototype applications: an
earring-type and a showcase-type.
Earring-type prototype
The earring type prototype is designed to be as small
as possible to make it easier to wear. The device
structure is shown in Figure 5. The controller part is
separated from the earring (LED) part and connected
by thin wires. It is hidden behind the ear when the
earring is worn (Figure 6 bottom). The controller part
has a micro-controller (ATMega328P-AU, Atmel), an
acceleration sensor (KXR94-2050), and a small battery
(SparkFun). These are housed in the case printed by a
3D printer, which is attached to the ear hook.
The earring part consists of the main Swarovski stone,
three LEDs, a slit sheet, and eight small Swarovski
stones for decoration. The LEDs (NFSW036CT，9.2 cd,
3.5 × 3.5 mm) and slit sheet are arranged to fit under
the main Swarovski stone (crystal color, 12 × 12 mm).
We attached eight small Swarovski stones (8 × 4 mm)
for decoration around the main Swarovski (Figure 5 and

Figure 5: Earring-type prototype.

Figure 6: Examples of the earring type prototype. Left: turn
off LEDs, right: turn on LEDs.

Showcase type prototype
The showcase type prototype is designed such that
people can see sparkles with various Swarovski stones
using our system. It is a small box on top of which the
Swarovski stone is set (Figure 7). People can change
the kind of Swarovski and the slit sheet. The user can
watch the effect of the sparkles using our system in
his/her hand from various angles. The device consists
of a micro-controller (Arduino Pro mini), an acceleration
sensor (KXR94-2050), a small battery, and an LED
board. We thought that more LEDs could increase the
expression of the sparkle of the Swarovski. Therefore,
we selected small but low-brightness LED (OSWT1608,
74 mcd), and arranged nine LEDs on the LED board.
These are housed in a case (about 7 cm × 7 cm ×5 cm),
and the LED board is attached to the cover of the box.
We designed the cover such that it has a hole to set the
slit sheet and Swarovski unit just above the LEDs and
printed it using the 3D printer. We bonded velour fabric
on top of the cover to adjust the appearance of the
jewelry case. The LEDs basically alternate between on
and off for a certain period. Moreover, people can
change the lighting pattern by tilting the device.

Discussion
Slit design
We found that the number of slits was also important
while experimenting using the first prototype. Fewer
slits (e.g., 1 slit per LED) produced less and weak
sparkles on the Swarovski. Many slits (e.g., 30 slits per
LED) made it too bright and lit the whole Swarovski
stone. It is expected that the amount of the light
incident on the Swarovski depends on the slit’s size/
shape/number. The position of the slit also influences
the reflection of light on the Swarovski stone. Therefore,
we will explore suitable parameters of the slit’s

size/shape/number and derive the relationship between
the surface of the Swarovski and slits to make sparkles
effectively.

Figure 7: Showcase-type prototype.

Related works
Many research projects embed smart LEDs into clothing
or accessories for both aesthetic and performance
purposes. For example, there are LED body suits that
enhance dance performance[3], wearable lighting
devices that explore lighting effects around a person’s
face [8], and a wearable display device that uses the
afterimage effect created by a user’s movements[5].
The “Beauty Technology”[4] uses the body’s surface as
an interactive platform by way of LEDs or sensors
attached to the skin or fingernails.
Other art projects[10,11] that have been developed
include beautiful fashion accessories that light up by
using LEDs and the original case. Some commercial,
interactive accessories are capable of representing the
status of a smartphone using LEDs[2,7,9].

Although there are many wearable devices that use
LED lighting, most of them do not augment traditional
accessories, and they are especially lacking in
“sparkle.” Various cutting and polishing techniques
exist to add attractive “sparkles” to traditional
jewels (e.g., diamond). We think that integrating these
techniques with computer technology can make jewelry
more impressive and more expressive while
maintaining a natural appearance; therefore, we
proposed and prototyped a new technique for adding
“sparkle”to jewelry by integrating conventional jewelry
and multiple LEDs that are dynamically controlled by
computers.
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